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Did you ever think you would need a wedding planner before getting engaged?  

Not at all, we were very much of the thought that a wedding planner was unnecessary and expensive. 

How wrong were we?! - We live in Bolton, Lancashire but our wedding was a DIY Village Hall affair 

nr Pooley Bridge and we were struggling to find suppliers in  

the area. So I got in touch with Annabel after tearing my hair out trying to find someone who could 

provide us with furniture to hire for the hall . We met up and she put us in touch with the best people 

in the area. I think if we had tried to do it ourselves we could have ended up making very costly 

decisions as we just did not have the local knowledge/contacts that Annabel has.  

  

How easy was it to meet with Annabel and get a package that suited you? 

Annabel is really flexible and accommodating so we could always fit in our meetings with her 

whenever we made one of our visits to Pooley Bridge. We chose the three hour consultation and 

having Annabel on the day as our package which was perfect for us! My mum, sister and I always 

really enjoyed meeting up with Annabel as we came away feeling more excited about the wedding. It 

was great knowing that we would have a go to person on the day but also that Annabel knew exactly 

the kind of wedding we were going for. Plus we always had a good giggle aswell :) 

  

Did it cost as much as you thought?  

No, booking Annabel saved us money as she had really good tips! It was definitely a wedding on a 

budget and Annabel's contacts and know how helped us achieve that. 

  

How did having a planner benefit you on the day?  

I know that our guests and suppliers really appreciated that fact that there was someone there 

overseeing everything. My mum said that if we didn't have Annabel there on the day it wouldn't 

have flowed as well as it did. Anyone will tell you that there a always hiccups on your wedding day 

but Annabels calm approach really puts you at ease. 

  

Would you recommend Annabel's services to anyone else?  

Yes!! Everyone needs an Annabel! Some of our friends raised an eyebrow when they heard we had 

hired a wedding planner, think they thought I was being a bit bridezilla! But on they day they totally 

got it! Your wedding is one of the most important days of your life and Annabel understands this and 

you can really tell that she wants to to go well for her clients. Its really refreshing to meet someone so 

genuine. Thanks again! 

  

 

 


